Delmade 1050 Series Wheeled Offset Folding Disc.
Isis Cane Services farm approximately 200 hectares of sugarcane with break crops of
peanuts, soybeans and green manure. The company was looking for a new set of offset discs
for use on our farms. In 2012 we meet with Rohan Cunningham on our farms and after
inspecting the paddocks, crop situations plus tractor horse power he recommended the 48
plate1050 series. After several months of negotiations between Paul Nicol (Our Chief of
Staff) and Rohan Cunningham our offset discs arrived on site on the 29/4/2013

The offsets arriving from Tasmania to one of our farm sites near Childers (QLD).

Since that date we have operated the offsets on most of our farms which are spread out over
a 50 kilometre radius. We have cultivated approximately 2000 hectares of ground with the
Delmade disc performing all tasks from stool destruction in sugarcane crops to ground
preparation for peanuts, soybeans and green manure as well as fire breaks around fallow
blocks of land. They have handled every situation with no problem at all.

Stool destruction on an old sugarcane block.

Ground that was disc before green manure planted.

There has been no lost time due to break downs, bearing failure etc. during these
cultivations and in saying that we also have a competent operator in Jeremy Forsyth who
takes good care of all machinery that he operates. We did price other offsets and although
Delmade are not the cheapest on the market they have proved to be a good investment and
I would recommend them to any person or company who are looking to invest in a new set
of offsets.
The only alterations we have carried out on the offsets was to fit
an “oversize” sign for travelling down the highway.

Safety oversize signs fitted
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Ease of dealing with the Delmade Company.
Movement between farms is not a problem as the disc are folding.
Simplicity of altering the set on the offsets.
Weight of the offsets.
Quality of the workmanship in the manufacture of the offsets.
Average 3 hectares per hour.
Less passes for ground preparation.
Zero lost time.

John Robson
Farming Manager
Isis Cane Services

